
Dell Hdd Error Code 0151
Having problem with my dell inspiration 3521. Receive boot configure error missing or contains
error. Code 0xc0000185. Did the restart f12 diagnOstics. Hi, My dell Laptop after diagnostics
has showed following error -Error code 2000-0151, Validation-15493. although on Dell it shows
I need to replace Hard disk.

Hard Drive fails with an error during Dell Diagnostics,
Error Codes and Meanings, ePSA Diagnostics, 32bit 2000-
0151, Hard Drive (d): - incorrect status: (x) (s).
So i entered diagnostic to see what happened. It pops up this msg: error code 2000-0151.
Validation 90371. Msg: Hard Drive 0 - S/N Z1E0MZ74, Incorrect status. Dell has built a suite of
self diagnostics into their mobile and desktop PCs. If they give an error code, then it narrows
down where the fault may lie for further. Error code 2000-0151 – disk drives (hdd, cd/dvd, blu-
ray, Even if your system is out of warranty you can still call dell to purchase a replacement drive.
did you.

Dell Hdd Error Code 0151
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Related sites that may be useful: error code 2000-0151 - Disk Drives
(HDD, CD/DVD, Blu-ray) Forum Hi I am a Dell user. I have 1564
Inspiron, right now not. Alright, so basically what happened is this: I own
a Dell Inspiron 15. because you now give the error code for the Hard
Drive from the Diagnostics (error 2000-0151). That is one of the the
error codes for a failed Hard Drive with a Dell.

Related sites that may be useful: error code 2000-0151 - Disk Drives
(HDD, CD/DVD, Blu-ray) Forum Hi I am a Dell user. I have 1564
Inspiron, right now not. CD & DVD Burners dell hard drive error code
200 0151 questions and answers. Ask your dell hard drive error code
200 0151 cd and dvd burner questions. Repair your Dell Inspiron 1545
Error Code 0151 and get your PC running to its Dell Diagnostics Hard
Drive Error Code 0142 / Sony Vaio Video Test Error.

http://m.inmanuals.com/go.php?q=Dell Hdd Error Code 0151
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laptop computer forums today it gave me disk
error and instructed to run diagnostics. when
i ran dell diagnostics i got this message: error
code 2000-0151.
i am using an inspiron n5110. (western digital) i am getting an hard disk
error code while running diagnostics: 2000-0151 validation: 18339
incorrect status = 3E. Diagnostics, Dell, PSA, EPSA, epsa, ePSA, 32 Bit,
error code, code, Hard drive. Dell computers provide Inbuilt Hardware
Diagnostics in most of their computers to determine if any of the
components in a Desktop or PSA+ 2000-0151. Dell Error Messages -
Download as Word Doc (.doc /.docx), PDF File (.pdf), Text file (.txt) or
read online. ePSA: OS - MBR code is unknown, possibly Hard Drive
(All Systems) Error Number Error Message Action to be taken 2000-
0151 If the Error Error Code Error Message Link to Possible Fix PSA
1000-0111 PSA+ 2000-0111 (Name of Exception) exception If you
receive an error during PSA Diagnostics, look below for the associating
error code. PSA+ 2000-0151 It came back with an error code on my
main hard drive (an SSD I added was fine. the error code I got was 2000-
0151 with validation number 119402. Send us an e-mail to
AWSocialMedia@dell.com and we ĺl help as much as we can. How to
fix error code 2000 0151 in dell … 18.07.2011 · 'Apparently' the hard
drive on my laptop failed yesterday. PCFresher.com Dell PC
Diagnostics:.

NB Dell, error code 2000-0151 validation 101206, harddisk incorect
status. Just for NB dell, another way to run diagnostics : -press & hold
Fn then press.

02/09/15--22:37: Dell Laptop won't boot - Diagnostics Error Code 2000-
0151 · Contact us When running the hard drive test I received the
followingError.



Exit code: 0xC0000005 / -1073741819 it takes me back to the desktop
with this message (I have seen other users with different exit codes such
as here: Mode: 1280 x 1024 (32 bit) (60Hz) Monitor Name: Generic PnP
Monitor Monitor Model: DELL E173FP Monitor Id: The primary crash
does not give an error code.

Tutorial: How To Run The Dell Diagnostics Utility & Error Code List
1000-0144, 2000-0144, 1000-0145, 2000-0145, 1000-0146, 2000-0146,
2000-0151.

945 (PTP mode) 4505 ScanJet G4010 4507 External HDD 4511
PhotoSmart 2600 (WT6573F MCU) 6510 Weltrend Bar Code Reader
6520 XBOX Xploder 6533 0150 Super Talent 1GB Flash Drive 0151
Super Flash 1GB / GXT 64MB Balless Mouse (HID) 4d0f HP Optical
Mouse 4d15 Dell Optical Mouse 4d17. Except for the hard drive, which
is suddenly giving me this error message: Error Code 2000-0151.
Validation 71117. Msg: Hard Drive 0 - S/N Z1F22T1K Per Dell's own
error-code reference, this issue may be a bad SATA connection. Did
you. ps: I have run all the diagnostic stuff I could find both in the BIOS
and the dell support site. Perform all of the GPU-related diagnostics on
Alien Autopsy. v2/3rd Gen Core processor PCI Express Root Port -
0151 (Error code WPE01-EWX). Tower Duplicators · Automatic
Duplicators · USB/Flash Duplicators · Hard Drive Duplicators · Optical
Drives · Printers / Laser Toner Cartridge compatible with Dell P1500 Hi-
Cap Black. £30.46 (Code: CL41) (Code: CL47) (Code: 002-0151) Built-
in Error Correcting Code (ECC) to detect and correct transfer errors.

Sorry man, but if I were to bet on this I would bet you need a new hard
drive. By all means run a hard drive diagnostic test to confirm this. If
you have not changed. I managed to run the Dell diagnostics program
(ePSA 4228.21) and error code 2000-0151 The Dell diagnostics say that
the hard drive has likely failed. Habe nun einen M5014 in einem Dell
T20 mit 6x4TB HGST Deskstar NAS. fw SCGCQ00714186 - (Closed) -
HDD Drive Speed shows as "UNKNOWN" in key with storcli 1.02.08



(MegaCli 8.07.06) fails with an error code 3 on Windows Pro 2.0):
12.13.0-0151 (Merged) Firmware 2.130.383-2230 Medusa_Expander.
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Network Controller error 31 - posted in Windows 8 and Windows 8.1: So my computer to
disable then re enable it, it would give me an error code 31 and not work anymore. Device
Name: Dell Wired Multimedia Keyboard Name: Xeon® processor E3-1200 v2/3rd Gen Core
processor PCI Express Root Port - 0151.
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